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RECAP PROJECT

Collection of
experienced team and
team members
awareness of their exact
roles ensures timely
execution of tasks.
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OBJECTIVES IN RECAP

Platform that improves the
implementation of crosscompliance standards by
integration of open and
user-generated data into
added value services, coCollection of
designed
and co-created
experienced team and
by team
public
authorities,
members
awareness
their exact
farmers
and of agricultural
roles ensures timely
consultants.
execution of tasks.

Increase efficiency and
transparency of public
authorities responsible for
the implementation of the
CAP

Improve remote sensing
component for the
identification of crosscompliance obligations and
their potential breaches

Reduce the administrative
costs for public authorities
by executing crosscompliance checks more
efficiently, more accurately
and faster

Reduce the administration
burden for farmers by
providing them with
personalised guidance on
how to ensure compliance

LESSONS LEARNED IN RECAP

RESOURCES
PLANNING
KNOWLEDGES
TEAM
Collection of
experienced team and
team members
awareness of their exact
roles ensures timely
execution of tasks.

Understanding of CAP
legislation, detailed
needs and requirements
guarantees the success
because even small
increases in scope
require additional
resources.

A clear and feasible
planning of the various
management stages
with additional buffer in
the schedule for duties
where at least 2
responsible parts are
involved prevents
possible delays.

Maintenance of issues
in project management
platforms (Taiga, Jira
etc.) ensures traceability
and a rapid fixing of
bugs, performing of
enhancements and
cataloging of group
tasks.
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LESSONS LEARNED IN RECAP
REPORTING

Face to face meetings
Video conferences
Telephone conferences
Webinars
Emails

CHOOSING
Easier to engage
stakeholders when there
is someone close by with
whom they might
communicate
personally

CONTROLLING
Weekly check-ins
remove blockers
efficiently and ensure
expected outcomes

OPEN
COMMUNICATION
IS THE KEY

SEN4CAP PROJECT
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OBJECTIVES IN SEN4CAP

Provide evidence how
Sentinel derived
information can support
the modernization and
simplification of the CAP in
the post 2020 timeframe

Provide validated products,
workflows and best practices
for agriculture monitoring
relevant for the management
of the CAP

Open source deliveries for
easy sharing & up-take of
algorithms for crop type
mapping, grassland mowing
detection and agricultural
practices (EFA)

Configurable visualization of
data in Web interface and
traceability of timeframe for
the event of retrospective
recovery and force majeure

Tool that improves the
implementation of farmers’
eligibility conditions and
fulfillment of greening
requirements
(crop
diversification,
EFA
and
Collection
of
permanent
grasslands)
using
experienced team and
Sentinels-based
markers
team members
of their exact
whichawareness
can effectively
target
roles ensuresgroups
timely
the focused
and
execution of tasks.
support payment decisions.
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SEN4CAP

Detailed and
iterative
analysis of
user
requirements

Open &
operational
Sentinel time
series enable
monitoring
approach

Active
Interaction with
PA for IACS
implementation
and hand in
hand
demonstrations

Cloud
computing on
DIAS allowing
national to
European upscaling

Open source
approach direct and
customizable
uptake &
sharing
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THANK YOU!
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